
Linguistics 165, Homework 5
due 6 March 2015

1 March 2015

Please write up your solutions to these problems as a single PDF file and send it to
lign165-homework@ling.ucsd.edu as usual. Please format any code you include in the writeup
using a monospace font. You don’t need to submit any code directly to us for this homework
assignment.

1. Use the automatically tagged dataset in

/home/linux/ieng6/ln165w/public/data/wsj_1994_tagged.txt

to answer this and the next question.

How idiosyncratic are multiple adjective sequences? Consider the following three near-
synonymous adjectives: huge, hefty, and massive. Are they all equally likely to be
followed by another adjective? Are they all equally likely to be preceded by an ad-
jective? Use regular expressions to estimate the relevant probabilities (using relative
frequency estimation) and report your results.

2. In English, words are promiscuous in their nounhood and verbhood. For example, shout
is most “basically” a verb but gets used as a noun, whereas pocket is most “basically”
a noun but gets used as a verb. For each of these words, which is more frequent: its
uses as a noun, or its uses as a verb? Use regular expressions to find the answer. (Be
sure to consider all the inflected forms of each word in each part of speech!) How do
these frequencies relate to what seems to be their more basic part of speech? Think of
some other words that can be used as both nouns and verbs, and check their relative
frequencies. Do you find any surprises?

As a side note, it is interesting to compare relative frequencies of use with the earliest
attested uses of words. The Oxford English Dictionary can be extremely useful for
this, and you can search it freely at

http://www.oed.com/
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http://www.oed.com/


For example, look up the entries for the verbal and nominal uses of shout and pocket,
and see which use is attested earlier for each word!

Useful reference information: E. V. Clark and H. H. Clark, 1979 have a classic paper
on the semantic and morphological patterns of these “denominal” verbs such as pocket.

3. Use the nltk.CFG.fromstring() function to write a context-free grammar fragment
that correctly parses the strings:

the dog barked
the cat meowed
the bird sang
the dog chased the cat
the child ate the cake with the fork
the dog chased the cat with ferocity

Use the nltk.ChartParser class and its parse() method to confirm that your gram-
mar parses each of these sentences correctly.

4. Extend your grammar fragment to also correctly parse the sentences

the child with the hat ate the cake
the bird with red feathers sang

Use a chart parser in Python to confirm that your grammar parses each of these
sentences correctly.

5. With your extended grammar fragment, re-parse the sentences from before:

the child ate the cake with the fork
the dog chased the cat with ferocity

The set of possible parses should have changed. How has it changed, and why? Is this
desirable behavior? Why?
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